Mini-Open Instruments

SYNFIX Evolution
System
®

Addendum to Surgical Technique

Product Overview

Introduction
The SYNFIX® Evolution Mini-Open instruments are
designed to be used within smaller anterior exposures
compared to the standard SYNFIX Evolution system. The
access required is dictated by the length of the channel
in the aiming device and the length of the functional
end of the screwdrivers and awl. The Mini-Open instruments are intended to complement the existing instruments and provide an additional option.
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Surgical Technique: Key Points

Mini-Open Aiming Devices
Instruments
03.835.401

SYNFIX Evolution Mini-Open,
Aiming Device / 10.5mm & 12mm

03.835.402

SYNFIX Evolution Mini-Open,
Aiming Device / 13.5mm & 15mm

03.835.403

SYNFIX Evolution Mini-Open,
Aiming Device / 17mm & 19mm

If using the Mini-Open instruments, take note of the key
points described in this addendum, in addition to the
other details described in the complete SYNFIX Evolution
Surgical Technique Guide (DSEM/SPN/1214/0225).
The overall profile of the aiming devices has been
reduced by including only two side-by-side holes; therefore the aiming device needs to be rotated after the first
2 screws are inserted (the same as with the 17/19 mm
aiming device 03.835.003 in the standard SYNFIX
Evolution instrument set).
The aiming devices are coated to differentiate them from
the standard aiming devices.
Warning: The 25mm screws are the longest that can
be used with the Mini-Open aiming devices as there
is insufficient guidance for the 30mm screws. The
standard aiming devices (03.835.001, 03.835.002,
03.835.003) must be used for the 30mm screws.
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Surgical Technique: Key Points

Screw Insertion: Standard Drivers
with Mini-Open Aiming Devices
Instruments
03.835.010

SYNFIX Evolution Screwdriver

03.835.009S

SYNFIX Evolution Thread Lock Sleeve,
Sterile

03.835.013

SYNFIX Evolution Screwdriver without
thread lock sleeve

03.835.032

SYNFIX Evolution Awl, without sleeve

When using the standard screwdrivers (03.835.010,
03.835.013) and awl (03.835.032) with the Mini-Open
Aiming Devices, the access window could be smaller
when compared to the standard SYNFIX Evolution
Aiming Devices.
Note that the etch lines on the screwdriver and awl will
be in different locations compared to use with the standard aiming devices. The etch line on the 03.835.013
will not line up with the edge of the aiming device when
the screw is locked to the plate (Figure 1). For the
03.835.010 one green etch line will be visible at the
proximal side of the thread lock sleeve when the screw is
locked to the plate (Figure 2). The screws are fully
inserted when there is a firm end point.

Figure 1

Loosen the Coupling Screw that connects the Aiming
Device to the SYNIFX Evolution Implant and rotate the
Aiming Device 180° in preparation of the final two
screws.

Figure 2
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Screw Insertion: Mini-Open Drivers
with Mini-Open Aiming Devices
Instruments
03.835.410

SYNFIX Evolution Mini-Open,
Screwdriver

03.835.009S

SYNFIX Evolution Thread Lock Sleeve,
Sterile

03.835.413

SYNFIX Evolution Mini-Open,
Driver w/o thread lock sleeve

03.835.432

SYNFIX Evolution Mini-Open, Awl

When used with the Mini-Open screwdrivers
(03.835.410, 03.835.413) and awl (03.835.432) the
access required to deliver the implants is optimized. The
Mini-Open screwdrivers and awl have a shorter functional end. The Mini-Open screwdriver (03.835.410) is
designed to work with the standard thread lock sleeve
(03.835.009S).

Figure 3

The proximal end of the shaft on the Mini-Open screwdrivers and awl is coated to differentiate them from the
standard screwdrivers and awl. (Figure 3)
Refer to Figure 4 for final positioning of the green lines
in regard to the Mini-Opening Screwdriver (03.835.410)
Loosen the Coupling Screw that connects the Aiming
Device to the SYNFIX Evolution Implant and rotate the
Aiming Device 180° in preparation of the final two
screws.
Precaution: The Mini-Open screwdrivers (03.835.410
and 03.835.413) cannot be used with the standard
aiming devices (03.835.001, 03.835.002, 03.835.003) as
they are not long enough to fully tighten and lock the
screws in the implant plates. Screw will continue to
spin freely inside Aiming Device as screw will not
engage into SYNFIX Evolution implant plate; required
final torquing will not be possible.

Figure 4

Precaution: A second Mini-Open screwdriver
(03.835.410 and/or 03.835.413) should be available
as a backup.
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Short Mini-Open Screwdriver
Instruments
03.835.416

SYNFIX Evolution Mini-Open,
Screwdriver / Short

Note that an additional short screwdriver (03.835.416) is
available as an alternative driver depending on access and
patient anatomy (Figure 5). This screwdriver also includes
a coated band to differentiate it from the screwdrivers in
the standard SYNFIX Evolution set (Figure 6).

Figure 5

Precaution: The Short screwdriver can only be used
for initial screw insertion and requires using the
standard (03.835.013) or Mini-Open screwdriver
(03.835.413) for final tightening. Each screw should
be fully inserted before proceeding to insertion of the
next screw to avoid jamming two intersecting screws
in the aiming device.

Figure 6
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